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I have the following comments about Aurora Energy's CPP application:

AURORA BEHAVIOUR
Nearly all submitters, so far, have shown that they believe that Aurora are a bunch of incompetent
but my view is that they have been manipulative
by deliberately defunding the renewals
capex and opex so that they were able to pay their shareholder a recklessly large dividend for several years.
Aurora seems to have assumed that it could bypass the Commerce Act DPP provisions by underfunding
their renewals capex (thereby sabotaging their asset quality) and then be confident that the soft-headed and
obedient Commerce Commission would grant them a CPP. This behaviour is
likely to end up with the Aurora customers being charged twice to maintain the assets.
The Commerce Commission intends to fleece the Aurora customers so that the Dunedin City Council can
retain the excessively large dividends it has demanded and received from Aurora via DCHL. The DCC
has benefitted from this manipulation and is primarily responsible for the severely degraded asset quality.
If Aurora is to continue to exist, then the DCC should therefore pay to restore the asset quality — not
Aurora's customers.

COMMERCE COMMISSION BEHAVIOUR
It is reasonable to assume that the Commerce Commission has been fully aware of Auroras unsustainable
asset renewals policy since 2010 or before. There have been various consultant reports going back to 2010
(Linetech) and in 2012 the Commission gave Aurora an official warning for breaching quality standards.
This knowledge of the inevitable consequences and the decision to take no action for several years, implies
collusion on the part of the Commerce Commission.
From the start of this consultation, the Commerce Commission has assumed that it would approve
Aurora's CPP. This pre-determined result makes this consultation invalid. At the recent Dunedin public
meeting the Comcom representatives said that the law required it to approve the application if it was valid.
Further questioning revealed that they were scared of dealing with a legal challenge if the CPP was
refused. My guess is that the Commerce Commission agreed to approve the CPP some time ago, as a
consequence of its collaborative/cowardly nature.

WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN

The CPP should be refused because Aurora has deliberately degraded its assets. The Commerce
Commission and Aurora's customers are not responsible for self-inflicted injuries.
The Commerce Commission has no obligation to ensure the financial survival of Aurora. Its obligation is
to the customers — to ensure a fair price and good reliability. The proposed solution provides for the
opposite of these things.
Without the CPP Aurora will be forced to sell some or all of its assets/territory to pay for the required
asset renewals. An alternative is for the DCC to directly or indirectly fund the renewals. This has been
happening already and can continue for as long as the DCC wants it to.
The sale of the Aurora company or all of its assets would be a big advantage, because the customers would
be free of the dysfunctional/incompetenti
management and governance structure(DCHL &
DCC)which has resulted in the current poor service for the customers.
Do not approve this CPP. Do not relax quality standards for Aurora. Continue to prosecute Aurora for
every year that it breaches the quality standard. The customers come first, not the management and
shareholders of Aurora.

TW

